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7.1.14. Activities to increase consciousness about national identities
and symbols; Fundamental Duties and Rights of Indian citizens and
other constitutional obligations
As India is a democratic country, our Parliament and Legislatures are of the
people, by the people and for the people. Therefore, Voting is a constitutional
right that we are privileged to have. Considering this fact and its importance
in democracy, the institute organizes voter awareness drives and campaigns in
the campus. The reports of such drives conducted by the institute are on the
following pages of this document.
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2018-19 Every Indian Vote Counts
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Voter’s awareness drive(2016-2017)
On 6th February’17,NSS CRCE participated in a voter's awareness rally. This event
was organized by the Mumbai university.
It started around 7:45 am,where volunteers and councils of different colleges
assembled at National college (Bandra). The rally which was expected to end at
Bandra station was rerouted towards bandstand.
We screamt slogans like"aaram Haram hai","vote do vote do,21st Feb ko vote
karo" etc.Charts and placards were distributed and showcased.
We halted at the garden opposite CRCE which marked the end of the rally.
Voter’s Registration drive(2016-2017)
NSS CRCE organized a Voter's Awareness Drive on the occasion of National Voter's
Day on 25th January 2017. It started at 9am and went on till 5pm.
As a responsible citizen, it is our right and duty to cast our votes to bring out
changes in our government.
Let's spread this message and make maximum number of people participate in
the upcoming BMC elections.
NSS volunteers distributed voter's registration forms to everyone. These forms
were to be filled and submitted to their respective wards to obtain a Voter's ID.
Voter’s awareness drive(2015-2016)
The NSS Unit of Fr. CRCE organized a voter’s awareness drive in and outside
college during the Youth Week in January.
Volunteers went to each class and raised awareness about voting, by informing
the students about their rights, duties, and also explained the benefits of voting.
Posters were also prepared for the same, and was up in various parts of the
college.
The event gathered much attention, with many students showing further interest
in registering themselves as voters. The Unit plans on conducting a registration
drive, for the ease of registration of voters in the college campus.
The students also carried the same project in Bandstand and nearby.
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